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A Critical Need &
Opportunity
Gospel Translations is focused on
making gospel-centeredmaterials ac-
cessible and free for the non-English
speakingworld.Wewant pastors,
missionaries, and churches to
be equipped to grow in their under-
standing and application ofGod’s
Word, nomatter where they live or
what language they speak.

We believe this work is both
critical and achievable...

Critical—The evangelical
churchworldwide is growing at an
unprecedented rate throughoutAsia,
Africa, and LatinAmerica. Yet the
vastmajority of gospel-centeredma-
terials produced for equipping and
edifying the church are inaccessible to
Christians in those regions due to lin-
guistic and economic constraints.

This reality has caused a vacuum
of biblical theological instruction for
this growing church segment and
we believe it is critical to address this
need as quickly as possible.

Achievable—With the recent
growth of collaborative technologies,
we believe there are new opportuni-
ties to solve this critical problem.
Together with our partners, we are
aiming to tackle the translation
challenge throughmass collabora-
tion. By coordinating the efforts of
churches, ministries, and individuals,
we are delivering and publishing
online, high-quality translations
of books and articles that are Christ
exalting and biblically faithful.

How It Works

Gospel Translations functions like
a bundle of services to connect
publishers, translators, and readers.

• We secure translation permis-
sions from publishers. This frees
up translators to focus on translation
work instead of complicated
copyright issues.

• We build and coordinate a
volunteer network.Gospel Transla-
tions is fueled by the passions and
talents of our growing pool of
volunteer translators. Instead of
working in isolation, our translators
benefit from the collective input
and assistance of others in our global
network.

• We publish translations online.
Gospel Translations runs on the
same software asWikiPedia, meaning
it’s easy for our translators to post
and review content, and even easier
for readers to browsewhat’s available.

• Wemanage quality assurance.
We connect new translators with
more experienced ones, ensuring that
nothing getsmarked as a“Final
Version” until it has passed through
careful theological and linguistic
review.

Our Partners Join Us

You canmake a difference to the
Churchworldwide by joining
our efforts to bring gospel-centered
books and articles to the nations.

Visit GospelTranslations.org to:

• Learnmore about us and get
progress reports
• Browse the 600+ translations in
25+ languages that we’ve put online
• Sign up as a volunteer translator,
web developer, or admin help
• Give financial support

plus more...


